LOMAG: Anti-war demonstrators in Kiev yesterday were called on by their leader, Vitaliy Grechin, to continue their opposition to the war against the Donbass People's Republic, which is controlled by the separatists.

MOSCOW: Parnas opposition party candidate Vladimir Andreichenko said he had been beaten by a group of «protesters», who had «assaulted» his car in a «violence».

GERMANY: Thousands of Syrian refugees and others are still making their way slowly across Europe, seeking shelter where they can, taking a bus or a train where one is available, walking where it isn't. — AP

GERMANY: In a sign of the change of style, CorbyntookExtraordinary measures are needed to deal with the influx of migrants, admitting 450,000 people this year, with the former Labour leader saying moderates had to respect things you have to have power. Speaking, he concluded the result would be "suicide.

RUSIA: Russia votes in local polls as opposition marginalised
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GREEK RIVALS NECK-AND-NECK
A WEEK AHEAD OF ELECTION

ANGERS: Greece's main election event next weekend will feature opposition leader Alexis Tsipras, who has a firm mandate to push through reforms promised in his deal with the eurozone creditors.

GERMANY: Germany has an electoral battle on its hands. — AP

"You’re not welcome here so go home"

MUNICH: Migrants and refugees arrive at a tent village at the Donnerberg bridge close to the central train station in Munich, Germany, yesterday. Hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees and others are still making their way slowly across Europe, seeking shelter where they can, taking a bus or a train where one is available, walking where it isn't. — AP

"Who can negotiate better?" Migrants are not welcome in Europe, according to Mr Schaeuble.

"The paradigm of the political and the social in these post-modern times is run away with by emotionalism and posturing" President Muthoni wa Njiru said.

"We are with the forces that desire a social shift and to restore the dignity to our people," he said.
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